Microplasmas are currently in use, and being developed for a number of uses including plasma televisions [1] and medical applications [2]. The ability for these plasmas to remain relatively 'cold' whilst maintaining a rich chemical environment makes them particularly attractive for temperature -sensitive treatments. Along with the plasmainduced chemistry, to fully unlock the potential of microplasmas the RF electrical breakdown of 10's of micron wide gaps in flowing gas mixtures needs to be understood. This is critical in developing microplasmas that are tailormade for specific applications.
Here we determine the minimum RF (13.56 MHz) voltage required to create a discharge in the gap between the two 3 mm long and 1 mm wide stainless steel electrodes of a microplasma source. The predominantly helium gas flowed between the electrodes at a speed of 17 ms -1 . The breakdown voltage was measured for electrode gaps ranging from 50 μm to 1000 μm and for pure helium and also with gas mixtures of small (0.1 % to 2 %) amounts of oxygen, nitrogen or argon. A photomultiplier was used to detect light emission from the gap region; the breakdown voltage was taken to be the value of the increasing applied voltage at which a measurable light signal is first observed.
In helium and with gas mixtures we find that the breakdown voltage increases initially with increasing gap size and then plateaus. The magnitude of the breakdown voltages for helium are higher than those reported in Paschen curve-type Townsend breakdown measurements in low pressure, static gas with larger gaps. Here the breakdown voltage showed little change with the addition of argon, except at the smallest gap sizes and higher fractions, where the breakdown voltage was over 25 % higher than for pure helium. The addition of oxygen or nitrogen to He led to higher breakdown voltages under all conditions. These results seem to indicate that the behaviour of these microplasma gaps differs from Paschen curve measurements. Our planned measurements of spatial imaging of the gap breakdown event and variation in gas flow rate are needed to gain a fuller understanding of these breakdown events. 
